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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a novel method to address practical 

problems when deploying audio classification systems in 

operations that are the presence of unseen sound classes (open-

set) and the limitation of training resources. To solve it, a novel 

method which embeds variational auto-encoder (VAE), data 

augmentation and detection-classification joint training into 

conventional GAN networks is proposed. The VAE input to 

GAN-generator helps to generate realistic outlier samples 

which are not too far from in-distribution class and hence 

improve the open-set discrimination capabilities of classifiers. 

Next, the augmentation enhanced GAN scheme developed in 

our previous work [4] for close-set audio classification, will 

help to address the limited training resources by in cooperating 

the physical data augmentation to work together with traditional 

GAN produced samples to prevent overfitting and improve the 

optimization convergences. The detection-classification joint 

training further steps on advantages of VAE and Augmentation 

GAN to further improving the performances of detection and 

classification tasks. The experiments carried out on Google 

Speech Command database show great improvements of open-

set classification accuracy from 62.41% to 88.29% when using 

only 10% amount of training data. 

Index Terms: Audio Classification, Limited Training, 

Variational Autoencoder, Generative Adversarial Networks, 

Open set classification, Sinkhorn divergence 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that audio classification has received 

enormous interest from the research community [1]-[3], [5]-[7] 

and current deep learning networks have demonstrated state-

of-the-art results in many challenging tasks. However, the 

majority of current tasks are limited by closed-set scenarios, 

where audio samples are classified into a fixed set of classes, 

or sufficient data is normally assumed available for training [7]. 

Those conditions, however, are not typical for real-life 

applications, where the system should be operating under 

continuously changing conditions. Hence, open-set and limited 

training resources should be the key problems of the task. 

Secondly, the business models require the system to operate 

under various unseen acoustic conditions. The idea of having 

universal models to work across multiple deployment 

conditions may thus face big challenges due to the uncontrolled 

mismatches. Therefore, solutions with actual limited labeled 

training data are more practically valuable. In summary, open-

set and limited training resource are the two key problems of 

audio classification systems in deployments. In our previous 

work [4], we have proposed an approach to address the limited 

training resources under close-set classification conditions.  

The method embeds physical augmentations and wavelet 

scattering transform into a generative adversarial network 

(GAN) to improves its stability and generalization which 

translates into great improvements in GAN-based classification 

accuracy. In this paper, we are going to extend this method [4] 

for open-set situations. The open-set classification problem [8] 

is highly related to the outlier detection problem where a test 

sample is classified into in-of-distribution (i.e. available in 

training data) or out-of-distribution (i.e. not available in 

training data). Despite the importance, open-set audio 

classification has received little attention from the research 

community. There have been recent developments utilizing a 

Deep Neural Network (DNN) classifier and applying a 

threshold on the output probability [9]-[11] for open set 

classification problems. For each input, it measures a 

maximum value of the predictive distribution based on a pre-

trained classifier and compares the score to some pre-define 

threshold. However, those methods were not designed to work 

with limited training resources and hence not so effective for 

investigating the problems.  

In this paper, we integrate the outlier detection into the 

previously developed augmentation-embedded GAN 

classification method. The basic idea here is to have a multi-

task joint training of both detection and classification under 

augmentation-embedded GAN method. To achieve that 

purpose, the random input to the GAN-generator is replaced by 

a Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [12]-[14] with 

reparameterization tricks. The reparametrized VAE input to 

GAN-generator helps to generate realistic outlier samples 

which are not too far from in-distribution class. This would 

improve the open-set discrimination capabilities of classifiers. 

We evaluate the proposed method on a real-life task of 

developing a low-cost low-powered (non-ASR type) speech 

command (hot-words) recognition through experiments using 

Google speech command dataset. The experiment will 

emphasize on the practical issue of current smart speaker 

developments that requiring huge amounts of data to train hot 

words recognition. This results in inflexibility in introducing 

new sets of speech commands. The experiments in this paper 

evaluate the methods using only 10% of the original training 

resources. The organization of the paper is as follows: next, in 

Sec. 2, we will give an overview of our system. Sec.3 then 

reports experimental results on Google Speech Command data 

[15]. Finally, Sec.4 concludes the work. 
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2. System Overview 

In this section, we describe the proposed GAN scheme for audio 

classification under open-set and limited training resource 

conditions. Fig.1 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed 

method. The upper part is similar to previous augmentation-

embedded GAN method [4], where the physic modeling and 

wavelet scattering module are added to a typical multi-class 

GAN scheme to improve the stability and accuracy of the 

classification task. To tackle the open-set situations two 

novelties have been adopted in this work: (1) the replacement 

of random input to GAN-generator by a VAE network which 

encodes the existing real data via a statistically driven 

embedding layer. A re-parametrization trick is introduced by 

adding Gaussian noise to the embedding to produce slightly 

 

Figure 1: The architecture of the proposed method. 

Network structure contains four parts: 1) The Encoder 

network (VAE); 2) The Generative network (GAN). 

VAE-GAN used to generate new data by regularizing 

the latent space in an unsupervised manner; 3) 

Detector network, used to discriminate the seen and 

unseen data; and 4) Classifier network. Dash lines are 

the loss functions as described in Equation [1-8] 

different samples. The aim is for the generator to produce 

challenging outlier samples so that the discriminator (detector) 

can learn better; (2) the joint training between multi-class 

classification and detection allowing the GAN to perform both 

outlier detection and classification. This can be done by 

simultaneously optimizing the cross-entropy for the 

classification and Sinkhorn divergence [16]-[17] for outlier 

detection. The latter measures distance between empirical 

distribution between in and out-of-distributions which separates 

the distributions better than classical KL distance based on 

Gaussian assumptions. In the next section, we provide details 

about each of our proposed framework's modules. 

2.1. Classifiers 

The key difference of the GAN scheme proposed in this work 

is that the discriminator includes both multi-class classification 

to classify the samples and detection to reject the outliers. We 

propose to formulate the classifier in a multi-task learning 

framework. The first learning task of the classifier is the closed-

set classification and is trained to produce correct labels for 

samples from in-distribution. The objective function cross-

entropy can be formulated as: 

 𝐿𝐶 = −𝐸𝑥~𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙[𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝜃(𝑥)] (1) 

The second learning task is to force predictive distribution on 

out-of-distribution samples 𝑞𝜃(𝑥)to be closer to the uniform 

distribution 𝑈(𝑦) . To achieve this, the Sinkhorn divergence 

[16]-[17] between 𝑞𝜃(𝑥) and 𝑈(𝑦) is minimized. In other 

words, we need to minimize: 

 𝐿𝑆𝐻 = 𝑆𝐻(𝑞𝜃(𝑥), 𝑈(𝑦)) (2) 

we refer 𝐿𝑆𝐻 as a confident loss. Sinkhorn divergences rely on 

an idea of blurring the transport plan through the addition of 

entropy regularization, in order to approximate the optimal 

transport between two distributions 𝑄 and 𝑃 respectively, at a 

low computation cost. Let 𝛾 be the transport matrix and the 

entropy be 𝛺(𝛾). The regularization has the following 

expression: 

 𝛺(𝛾) = −∑ 𝛾𝑖,𝑗𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝛾𝑖,𝑗)𝑖,𝑗  (3) 

The Sinkhorn distance denoted by: 

 𝑆𝐻(𝑄, 𝑃) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑟𝑔∑ 𝛾𝑖,𝑗𝑀𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜀𝛺(𝛾)𝑖,𝑗  (4) 

where 𝑀𝑖,𝑗  is the metric cost, which is defined as the cost to 

move mass from 𝑎𝑖 to 𝑏𝑗 and 𝜀 is a blurring parameter. 

2.2. Reparametrized Variational Auto Encoder (VAE) 

A novel feature of the proposed method compared to the 

previous work [4] is having a VAE module in the input part. 

The key for this method is that the encoder maps the training 

data around the standard normal distribution via a statically 

driven embedding layer. Therefore, when we sample from the 

standard normal, it should be similar to what can be retrieved 

from the training data. Reparameterization trick [18]-[19] is 

then applied by changing the embedding representation to get 

the generator to produce out-of-class samples that look like it is 

from the training data, which is called the prior predictive 

sample. The cost function of a VAE is the combination of two 

terms:   
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1. Expected log-likelihood, negative binary cross-

entropy between input data 𝑥 and the reconstruction 

𝑥′. 

 𝐿𝐺𝐷 = −𝐸𝑧~𝑃𝑧[𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷(𝐺(𝑧))] (5) 

2. KL-divergence between the posterior and prior. 

 𝐿𝐾𝐿 =
1

2
µ𝑇µ + ∑𝑒𝜀 − 𝜀 − 1 (6) 

Expected log-likelihood is responsible for the reconstruction 

penalty, and KL divergence is responsible for the 

regularization penalty. 

2.3. Generator & Detector 

The detector is used for adversarial training and is trained to 

discriminate generated samples from the real samples. 

Formally, the objective for the detector is as follows: 

𝐿𝐷 = −𝐸𝑥~𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙[𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷(𝑥)] − 𝐸𝑧~𝑃𝑧 [𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − 𝐷(𝐺(𝑧)))] (7) 

The generator is used to generate unseen-in-training samples. 

By using the 𝑙2 reconstruction loss and discriminator feature 

matching [20]-[21], the generative model is enforced to emit 

diverse samples and generate structure-preserving samples 

which improves the stability of GAN learning. The objective 

for the generator is as follows: 

 𝐿𝐺 =
1

2
(𝛼‖𝑥 − 𝑥‖2

2 + 𝛽‖𝑓𝐷(𝑥) − 𝑓𝐷(𝑥)‖2
2) (8) 

where 𝑥 is real samples, 𝑥 is synthesized samples and 𝑓𝐷 is the 

features of an intermediate layer of discriminator, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are 

weight coefficients. 

2.4. Joint Training of Classifier and Detector 

Finally, we proposed a joint training scheme for both 

classification and generative neural networks for detecting and 

generating out-of-distribution by minimizing their losses 

alternatively. We suggest the following joint objective function: 

 𝐸𝑥~𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙[−𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝜃(𝑥)] + 𝜆𝑆𝐻(𝑞𝜃(𝑥), 𝑈(𝑦)) +

𝐸𝑥~𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙[𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷(𝑥)] − 𝐸𝑧~𝑃𝑧 [𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − 𝐷(𝐺(𝑧)))] (9) 

The confident loss is weighted by coefficients λ that balance 

the quality of generation and sampling. In our experiments, we 

empirically set 𝜆 = 0.1. 

3. Experiment and Results 

In this section, we evaluate and compare methods for multi-

class open-sets audio classification using Google Speech 

Command datasets [15]. The actual task tackles on a real-life 

task of developments of a low-cost low-powered (non-ASR 

type) speech command (hot-words) recognition for smart 

speakers. The experiment will be emphasized on the practical 

issue of current developments that requires huge amount of 

training data and hence not flexible with a new set of 

commands. The experiments in this paper evaluate the methods 

using only 10% of original training resources. 

3.1. Data Description 

The dataset has 65,000 one-second long utterances of 30 short 

voice commands and are spoken by a variety of speakers. We 

split the dataset into 2 main classes, known classes: 10-classes 

with distinctly labeled positive training samples from command 

words "Yes", "No", "Up", "Down", "Left", "Right", "On", 

"Off", "Stop", "Go", and unknown classes: these are command 

words unseen in training. The unknown classes serve to 

simulate the conditions of an open set scenario. Training data 

consists of the 10 known classes and from there, we only used 

10% of its resources. Testing dataset includes both known and 

unknown classes, consisting of all command words. 

3.2. Methods 

The aim of this evaluation is to benchmark the proposed 

methods to conventional approaches for a combined task of 

open set and limited training resources. Each system includes 

of an outlier detector and multi-class classifier. Since the 

previous work [4] has provided comprehensive benchmark of 

the audio classification methods for limited training resource 

problem, this paper will focus on comparing the detections in 

combination to AugGAN the best method for close-set found in 

[4]. We also compare it to the current approaches adopted in 

conventional smart speakers, which are based on 

comprehensive deep learning close-set classification schemes 

trained on large collected datasets. The implemented methods 

can be summarized as follows: 

• Conventional smart speaker with full training: applying 

posterior thresholding [10] on closet-trained ResNet [25]-

[26], using the full training set. 

• Conventional smart speaker with limited training: 

applying posterior thresholding [10] on closet-trained 

ResNet [25]-[26], using only 10% of the full training data. 

• Posterior-AugGAN (baseline): Posterior thresholding [10] 

as detector followed by the best proven classifier 

AugGAN classification [4], using only 10% of original 

training data. 

• OpVAEAugGAN: Proposed joint detection-classification 

training with reparametrized VAE embedded into 

AugGAN, using only 10% of original training data. 

 

For posterior thresholding, the threshold is empirically 

optimized on development data. 

The details of OpVAEAugGAN processing is as follow: 

Unique signal processing is performed by 32x32 segmented 

Mel-spectrogram and scaling to the range [-1, 1]. We train 

OpVAEAugGAN with mini batches of 100 with a learning rate 

of 0.0002 for 150 epochs and Adam optimization was adopted. 

VAE Architecture: The Encoder network takes input 

spectrograms of size 1x32x32, followed by two-layers 

convolution network with 4x4 kernel size and ReLU activation 

function. The output consists of two separated fully connected 

layers (latent representation space 𝑧  with output dimensions 

20).  

The generator and discriminator have similar network 

architecture. both uses three-layers convolution network with 

4x4 kernel size and ReLU activation function with slope of the 

leak of 0.2 applied to all layers. 

Classifier Architecture: We take Resnet-18 [22], as a reference 

and construct a similar architecture, except for the first Resnet 

blocks which are replaced with wavelet scattering transform 

coefficients, as shown in figure 2. In this work, we used a two-

layer wavelet scattering transform and Morlet wavelets. The 

final scattering coefficients, have a size equal to: 
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 1 + 𝐽𝐿 +
1

2
𝐽(𝐽 − 1)𝐿2 (10) 

where 𝐽 = 2 and 𝐿 = 8, and the original size is down sampled 

by a factor 2𝐽. Average pooling is applied to the last ResNet 

block with a kernel size of 4 and stride of 4. The output consists 

of fully connected layers with a softmax output distribution. All 

the methods were implemented on PyTorch [23] and Sinkhorn 

divergence calculation using GeomLoss library [24]. 

3.3. Performance Metrics 

We measure the following metrics: 

• Area under the receiver operation characteristic curve 

(AUROC): The ROC curve is a graph plotting true 

positive rate = TP/(TP+FN) against the false positive rate 

= FP/(FP+TN). 

• Area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR): The PR 

curve is a graph plotting the precision = TP/(TP+FP) 

against recall = TP/(TP+FN). AUPR_IN (or _OUT) is 

AUPR where in-(or out-of-) distribution samples are 

specified as positive. 

3.4. Overview of Results 

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of methods in open-set 

setup when around 50% of testing samples are from unseen 

classes to the training. We can see that conventional approaches 

currently adopted in commercial smart speakers, which 

includes close-set deep learning classifier (aka ResNet) [25]-

[26] and posterior thresholding detector, performs poorly with 

limited training as the original classifier is not designed to 

handle limited training resources. Multi-class GAN scheme, 

particularly our augmentation enhanced GAN (AugGAN) [4], 

was shown to be effective in solving limited training resources 

problem. It can be extended into open-set scenario by adopting 

conventional outlier detectors such as posterior thresholding or 

VAE. The former yields more than 80% overall accuracy on 

open-set test set when using only 10% of training data. The 

proposed joint training AugGAN with reparametrized VAE 

input could significantly improve the outlier detection,  

Table 1: Overall detection and classification 

results over methods in open-set setup.  

Method AUROC AUPR_IN AUPR_

OUT 

Conventional smart 

speaker (full 

training) 

85.15% 86.77% 80.51% 

 

 

Conventional smart 

speaker (10% 

training data) 

 

62.41% 

 

64.35% 

 

60.12% 

 

Posterior- 

AugGAN 

(baseline)  

(10% training data) 

 

 

81.53% 

 

 

82.13% 

 

 

76.13% 

 

 

OpVAEAugGAN 

(proposed) 

(10% training data) 

 

 

88.29% 

 

 

89.41% 

 

 

86.27% 

    

 

Figure 2: In and out-of-distribution of the maximum 

prediction value in Softmax score and Sinkhorn score. 

resulting in close to 90% overall accuracy for the open-set 

classification task. The proposed method outperformed the 

conventional smart speaker approach using the full training set 

and that is a very important result as collecting training data is 

very expensive. This approach opens opportunities for low-cost 

developments of voice control features in smart speaker or IoT 

devices for new and low-resource languages. 

3.5 Sinkhorn scores vs Softmax scores 

An interesting question is to analyze the contribution of 

Sinkhorn distance in the proposed solution. Figure 2 compares 

the in- and out-of-training distributions of conventional 

Softmax and introduced Sinkhorn scores. It can be seen that the 

latter compressed the in-class distribution and significantly 

reduced the intersection area between the two distributions. 

This translates into better ROC curves of OpVAEAugGAN 

which yields equal error rate (EER) at 20% better than state-of-

the-art methods. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper proposes a novel method to address open-set audio 

classification with limited training resources. The method 

extends from our previous work [4], where an augmentation 

embedded GAN scheme was proposed and found superior to 

others on limited training resources, when applied to close-set 

multi-class classification tasks. In this work, Variational Auto-

Encoder (VAE) with reparametrized trick was introduced as the 

input module to the previous AugGAN scheme, on top of joint 

training between outlier detector and classification. The 

reparametrized VAE improves the quality of generated input to 

GAN generator and subsequently improves the outlier detection 

as well as stability of GAN classification module. This method 

outperformed commercial solutions using only 10% of original 

training data on non-ASR low-powered speech command 

recognition task. The technology can be applied for any open-

set limited AI training tasks. 
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